How to Use Brightspace Discussions and Padlet
ONLINE DASHBOARDS - FACULTY
1. At the top of the page you will see a menu bar with headings for different pages. First
click discussions

.
2. Now you can build a discussion. In brightspace discussions are organized into
forums. You can use this to specify which week, unit, subject, or location the discussion
is related to. In each specific discussion thread you can post a question or prompt that
helps spur on the discussion outside of class!
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3. Once you have built your discussion forum, you can click the “new” button and
choose topic. This will bring you to a page where you can build the specific discussion
with a title, which forum you can find it within, and a text box where you can write
questions or an assignment. You can also upload instructions or a panopto video by
using the “insert stuff” button at the top of the textbox.
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4. When satisfied with your discussion you may want to link it to a specific unit. First go
to content, then select which unit is relevant, click “add existing”, then discussions, you
will then see all the forums. You can link to a forum by selecting it and then clicking the
plus button in the top right corner. You can also choose a specific topic and then the
unit will link to a specific discussion topic. Now your students can look through a unit
and see that they have discussions related to that section of your course.
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5. If you want to make discussions more than just text we suggest using Padlet which
allows students to post to a discussion board using images, text, videos, and more! To
link students to your padlet go to content, then select which unit is relevant, click “create
new”, select weblink, copy and paste the link to your padlet and now your students will
have a direct link to this exciting discussion option. If you select embed on page
students will be able to add to the padlet directly through brightspace. Once ready, turn
on visibility and save and close.
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6. On the padlet page students can add by clicking on the pink plus sign and then
inserting text, images, or video. If you change the layout of padlet students may instead
see columns dedicated to subject, campus, or group. Instead of one button students will
see various gray buttons under each column heading. There are various settings you
can alter so that padlet suits your class, all of which can be found by clicking on the
gear icon in the top right corner.
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